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	Text Field 7: What is a compass?A compass is a navigational instrument which shows us directions (north, south, east and west) with the help of a small magnetic needle which points north/south.Ask mum or dad if they have a compass that you can look at. Or otherwise see if they can download a compass app onto their phone. Try to find north on the compass (hint: most needles on a compass have one end that is red; this always points north). Not all compasses look alike but all have the same basic parts.
	Text Field 15: Compasses
	Text Field 17: Materials:A needle A magnet  A cork A bowl and waterInstructions:1. Carefully rub the blunt end of the sewing needle on the magnet at least 30 times in the same direction (do not rub is back and forth)2. Poke the sharp end of the needle into the side of the cork3. Place the cork into a bowl full of water.  Make sure that the bowl is wide enough to let the cork rotate and move around.4. Once the cork has stopped moving, see what direction it is pointing.  Compare this to an actual compass but don’t hold the compass too closely to your homemade compass because it can skew the results.5. Hopefully your homemade compass it pointing north!6. Gently turn the cork again and wait to see where it is pointing this time.  Is it the same direction?
	Text Field 19: When you rub the needle with your magnet, you leave residual magnetic material behind.  This residual material magnetises the needle itself.  For the compass to work, you also need to remove as much friction as possible from the needle and cork.  By floating the device on water there is a lot less friction than there would be if left on a table.  Once floating the needle then aligns with the Earth’s magnetic field.
	Text Field 18: Make a compass
	Text Field 20: Why does this work?


